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shown on Table 1, Arizona territorials have proven to be very
scarce, so I was forced to wait years for my first. Actually the
first territorial that came my way was an xf $20 1902 Red Seal
from Alamogordo, Territory of New Mexico, a flaming rarity
if there ever was one. The first Arizona territorial did not
come my way for another four years. It was worth waiting
for—an 1882 Date Back $10 on Clifton, a scarce location to
say the least.

I assume that my experience is rather typical of our
collecting fraternity. The stuff worth waiting for just doesn't

fall into your lap—you have to earn your right to own it
through patience, digging, and ultimately a genuine appreci-
ation of what you hold.

If you possess a territorial or two, I would very much
appreciate learning about them. Send preferably a photocopy
and list the grade. Be sure the serials are readable on the
copy. All I can offer in exchange is a listing of known notes
from that area and the thrill I will get in sharing your find.
Peter Huntoon, P.O. Box 3681, Laramie, WY 82071.

Mismatched Serial Numbers

by JIM GREENE

The newly-discovered mismatched serial number suffix
letter of the 32-subject sheet on Boston has created a great
deal of interest in this area of error note collecting. Mis-
matched serials occur in two different ways: the human error
of incorrectly setting the automatic numbering machine, and
the clogging of one or more of the eight cylinders during the
printing process. A clogged cylinder may remain clogged and
repeat the identical serial on numerous notes, or it may free
itself and continue in a normal way but with a different serial
than the other side of the note.

It would have to be assumed that a mismatched prefix or
suffix letter would be human error. These are far scarcer than
numeral mismatches, with only four varieties known to the
author.

Information for the following listing of mismatches
known to me has been gathered over a long period of time. It
is by no means complete. The range between low and high
serial numbers does not necessarily represent the number of

notes that reached circulation. Entire packs of mismatched
notes have been returned to the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing by banks catching the error. One of the most surpris-
ing characteristics is the large number of mismatched serials
with only a single example known.

The accompanying photograph of a 1963 FRN shows the
beginning of a mismatch due to a clogging cylinder. The top
note with a partially turned digit was printed prior to the bot-
tom note which has the completed mismatched serial. The
note printed between these two was removed by an inspector
and replaced with a star. The finder of these notes failed to
keep the next note in the group.

Appreciation is expressed to the many kind dealers who
allowed the copying of mismatched serials in their stock and
to the many collectors who have been so gracious in proving
information from their collection and from observations.
Owners of mismatched serials are invited to send additional
information to correct and update existing information.
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LISTING OF KNOWN MISMATCHED SERIAL NUMBERS

DEN.	 SERIES	 LOW SERIAL HIGH SERIAL RANGE
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NUMBER
OBSERVED

$1 1934 A84213561A/A83213651A I
$1 1934 D17163828A/D17163838A 1
$1 1935A 115240041B/115250041B I
$1 1935A Y02448276B/Y02448266B 1
$1 1935A T30211012C/T30211032C T30211030C/T30211060C 19 2
$1 1935D B07360006F/B07350006F 1
$1 1935D X38214676F/X38214686F X38214676F/X38214687F 2 2
$1 1935E A19342833H/A29342833H A19343077H/A29343077H 245 2
$1 1935E D535769491/D535769501 1
$1 1935E G14287674H/G25287674H 014287903H/G25287903H 230 3
$1 1935E N64714167H/N64714160H N64714190H/N64714190H 24 6
$1 1957 G55440057A/G54440057A G55449459A/G54449459A 9,402 175
$1 1957 U26123556A/U26023556A 1
$1 1957A D46629999A/D46639999A 1
$1 1957B U37030183A/U47030183A U37034833A/U47034833A 4,651 259
$1 1957B *36858990B/*36858998B *36858998B/*36858999B 9 2
$1 1957B *38763691B/*38763690B 1
$1 1957B *97751967A/*97751947A I
$1 1963 A04519961*/A04519849* I
$1 1963 B23399465A/B23399475A 1
$1 1963 B57476922A/B57476921A B57476947A/B57476946A 26 12
$1 1963 H87796273A/H89796273A H87796509A/H89796509A 237 2
$1 1963 L82577814B/L82577924B L82577823B/L82577933B 10 2
$I 1969 F68920022A/F67920022A F68929863A/F67929863A 9,842 279
$1 1969A D42318978B/D32318978B D42319266B/D32319266B 289 2
$1 1969D B44573565E/B43573565E B44573725E/B43573725E 161 3
$1 1974 D24096777A/D24006777A 1
$1 1974 E37084665D/E37086665D
$1 1974 E75293653D/E74293653D 1
$1 1974 G53969353B/G53069353B 1
$1 1977 E00207447E/E00227447E 1
$1 1977A A97250469B/A86139469B A97250766B/A86139766B 298 5
$1 1981 E61233095B/E61233195B 1

$5 1929 0000001A/C001001A (charter #5089) 1
$5 1934A D64187579A/D64187601A 1
$5 1950 G81575819A/G81575829A 1
$5 1950A B59707801C/B59707700C B59707881C/B597077000 81 26
$5 1950A E64819598A/E64819599A 1
$5 1950A H40380000A/H40390000A 1
$5 1950A H84204523A/H48203523A H84206305A/H48206305A 1,783 4
$5 1953 A10090000A/A10000000A 1
$5 1953 A46727000A/A46726000A 1
$5 1953 A47740000A/A47750000A 1
$5 1953 A705862I1A/A70586100A A70586214A/A70586100A 4 3
$5 1953C G45989009D/G45988979D
$5 1969 C39860011A/C39860000A 1
$5 1969A 122910172A/122900172A 1
$5 1974 161120176A/161220176A 1
$5 1974 J36138170B/J35138170B J36139919B/J35139919B 1,750 3
$5 1977A E04098198*/E04088198* 1
$5 1977A H67346122A/H67344644A H67346122A/H67345293A 650 7
$5 1977A L44596715B/L45596715B L44597007B/L45597007B 293 5

$10 1950A B93406999C/B93407000C 1
$10 1950A D95627966A/D95627965A 1
$10 1950A E01110049*/E01100049* E01110056*/E01100056* 8 2
$10 1950A F0101235?*/F01012407* 1
$10 1950B C07631591*/C07631491* 1
$10 1950D E11000040*/E11100040* E11000817*/E11100917* 778 13
$10 1963A E63506330A/E64506330A E63519775A/E64519775A 13,446 48

$20 1950C F10070511B/F10070510B F10070535B/F10070534B 25 24
$20 1977 G45066566B/G45076566B 1

$ 1000 1934 H00010367/H00010337 I

PREFIX AND SUFFIX LETTERS

$1 1957 A63721173A/Q63721173A A63725822A/Q63725822A 4,650 6
$1 1977A B08708398D/A08708398D 1
$1 1981 A99951072H/B99951072H A99953908H/B99953908H 2,836 6

$5 1953A D65060742A/A65060742A 1

NOTE: Single known mismatch serials are listed as low serial numbers.
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